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Under the slogan «your decision determines your destiny», 

concluded Unified GCC Traffic Week this year, embodying 

solidarity between Member States Cooperation Council for the 

Arab Gulf States, bringing with him a number of events related 

to road safety and the protection of its users, through the 

distribution of periodicals on various circular intersections, where 

the delegates from the GCC to participate distributing awareness 

leaflets to citizens and residents and to contribute to securing 

the smooth flow of traffic on the roads, the embodiment of the 

slogan of this year, blaming the vehicle commander responsible 

for the decision taken on the road as to preserve the integrity 

and safety of the attendees of the roads with him or endanger 

his life and the lives of others at risk .

And an update of what we have started .. the Gulf Traffic 

Week and through joint cooperation, which highlights the 

coordination between Member States Cooperation Council 

(GCC), proves to march congestion cooperation between the 

GCC countries is moving forward towards progress desired and 

prosperity, especially with regard to the traffic of responsibility 

for decision-making right when driving, and without prejudice to 

the traffic regulations, because compliance with the law while 

driving is certainly a lot of traffic accidents that community 

suffered heavy losses reflect negatively and pose a threat to the 

life of the individual and society.

Unified GCC Traffic 
Week .. your decision 

determines your destiny
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Promote traffic awareness, and provide a safe environment for 
roads and urged drivers to abide by the law of traffic, and to strive 
to reduce traffic accidents and resulting deaths and injuries eloquent 
.. all of which came to educate members of the community and 
enhance the degree of traffic awareness among drivers, under the 
slogan «your safety is important to us» Emirates celebration came 
with its sister Arab countries this year under the supervision of 
the General Secretariat of the Council of Arab Interior ministers to 
implement the recommendations of the heads of the traffic devices 
in the Arab countries in order from the Abu Dhabi after the benefit 
of any traffic event in the promotion of community outreach and 
dissemination of traffic culture to preserve life and property.

This event and other similar events should actively contribute to the 
traffic awareness among all road users, by focusing on the man who 
is considered a key element in the traffic, movement of traffic, traffic 
on the road remains a partnership relationship complementarity 
between motorists and road users at intersections of roads and when 
traffic signals and an element which is one of the partners of the 
road and on the direction of that partnership so that turn smart and 
respectful partnership.

I am a primary need to focus on educating different segments of 
society the rules and ethics of the correct password and procedures 
that provide safety for them and others in all circumstances utmost 
importance through the implementation of many different awareness 
programs directed in various ways and through various media and 
social networking sites to join hands and work together towards 
achieving greater discipline and commitment to prepare a generation 
of informed and educated and able to take responsibility for the 
individual and society, also take this occasion to celebrate the week 
of the Arab passage of the most important traffic events held by the 
traffic departments in the Arab countries, which is its programs and 
activities of several interspersed with meetings, seminars, lectures 
and field visits, meetings and programs broadcast each other over 
Arab media channels.

Editor in Chief
Colonel / Jamal Salem Al Amrey 

Joint Arab cooperation
to curb traffic accidents
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Let your driving without traffic points

Traffic games to consolidate the early culture among children 

 Variety of events in the 
 development of community
awareness in Traffic Week

Includes Gulf Traffic Week Thirty-two under the slogan «your decision determines 
your destiny» in Yas Mall, a new vision through interactive programs contemporary 
and innovative methods of targeting all segments of society would contribute to 
strengthening the spirit of trust and cooperation attractive language and approach 
privileged to consolidate the positive interaction and interactive learning for the 
deployment of traffic culture methods attractant in excess of positive engagement and 
institutional congestion to raise traffic safety.
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Keep your vehicle always ready

Directing awareness messages
And participated in the events about 30 

schools of Abu Dhabi Education Council in 
directing awareness messages from children 
to parents drivers form a traffic Chants 
representative and scenes about traffic 
safety, and poems and plays, including push 
to motivate students to develop creative 
ideas in order to help those contributions in 
the development of new prospects to have 
a impact in reducing traffic accidents.

Togetherness and intensify efforts
The face of the awareness messages to 

promote unity and to intensify efforts to 
address the dangers of traffic accidents, and 
stressed the need to keep up with

Societal role of the efforts from all sides to 
limit the bleeding lives and well maintained 
public and private property by adopting and 
promoting mobility traffic community.

Virtual driving
And he gave the Emirates Institute for 

Driving through the exhibition offers 

Sophisticated simulators able to lead the 
rebuilding of driving situations and weather 
conditions and how to deal with emergency 
situations in real life as part of safety 
measures provided classroom training at 
the Institute started a real situation. » The 
simulation gives a real sense of leadership 
even before the start dealing with the real 
car, where the driver's driving simulator 
room include everything from foot pedals 
and full function of the Transmission and 
identify trends and a sense of real leadership 
by changing lanes while driving on the road.

Traffic competitions
And witnessed the events diverse spectrum 

of slides and age groups by offering 
interactive programs to engage the public 
and raise their culture through the provision 
of traffic information about traffic law 
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Remember: You are responsible for your companions

and errors committed 
by drivers on the roads 
and how to avoid those 
mistakes, stressing the 
interest of the Abu 
Dhabi Traffic through 
community partnership 
until all segments of the 
community partners are 
not recipients of traffic 
awareness.

Marking traffic
And received a positive 

reaction from the youth 
to enhance efforts 
in spreading traffic 
awareness among all 
segments of society and 
provide an awareness message to 
see new ideas and to give room for 
the audience to participate, where 
participating students Technical 
College

Marking the launch of «decision 
determines your destiny» 
across social networking sites to 
increase public participation in 
the traffic awareness programs so 
as to minimize and reduce traffic 
accidents and resulting deaths and 
injuries eloquent ratio.

The consolidation
of traffic culture

The aim of the message 
to spread and consolidate 
traffic culture and to increase 
compliance with the Law of 
traffic through the widespread 
use of social networking sites in 
spreading traffic culture and take 
advantage of those means in the 
behavior of road users should 
be fostered by new methods of 
traffic awareness interactive rely 
focusing on the involvement of 

the receptive audience using 
modern technologies to enhance 
community outreach.

Community partnership
For its part, Capt. Aisha 

Mohammed Al Zaabi, Director of 
Public Relations Branch explained 
the Public Relations Directorate of 
Traffic and Patrols Department at 
Abu Dhabi Police to those posts 
come within the framework of 
the strategic partnership between 
the Directorate and the Abu Dhabi 
Education Council as to enhance 
traffic safety in the education 
sector and increases the level of 
traffic culture among students 
to become a major part of the 
general culture.

Zaabi explained that the aim of 
activating the participation of the 
educational sector in the Traffic 
Awareness Week traffic aims to 
push initiatives that promote the 
efforts undertaken by the Abu 
Dhabi Police to raise preventive 
awareness and application of 
modern educational concepts and 

methods of interactive learning to 
achieve the best standards in the 
field of awareness programs.

Breaking the barrier
of fear in children

She pointed to the importance 
of the participation of children 
in traffic during the week of 
preparation ceremony prompt for 
kids and games for children age-
appropriate

And abilities of mind through 
games traffic installation and 
ceremony of traffic culture, so as to 
enhance the message Directorate 
in directing awareness to all 
segments of society, especially 
children and students messages 
aimed at breaking the barrier 
of fear they have towards the 
traffic police and inculcate traffic 
awareness in them and encourage 
them to cooperate with the traffic 
police in the application of rules 
and regulations traffic to find 
generations aware of their traffic.
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Do not speed up the death faster



With the aesthetics of the advantages and multiple

 Abu Dhabi vehicles
 festooned with «Number

Plates identity of Abu Dhabi»
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Do not speed up the death faster

The process of replacing the plates of vehicles 
in the Emirate of Abu Dhabi b »Panel identity of 
Abu Dhabi Numbers» in service centers allocated 
by the mechanisms and driver’s license for this 
purpose in the capital Abu Dhabi, the management, 
and the city of Al Ain, the Western Region began.

clarity of numbers and
protection from theft

And spruced vehicles that got the owners to serve 

the aesthetics of the new paintings, which are clearly 

marked numbers, and with security features protect it 

from theft or fraud, and conform to the specifications 

and best international quality standards.

Colonel Suhail Al Khaili, Chairman of the mechanisms 

and drivers of ADP Licensing Section: «The time period 

for the replacement of one painting takes less than 5 

minutes in the centers, to make it easier for customers 

and avoid congestion during the replacement process 

that are from half past seven in the morning until 

seven in the evening».

 One of the technicians installed a new motherboard on one of the vehicles
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Do not speed up the death faster

To satisfy the needs
of those wishing

He said it has been providing a number of Plates 
factories in service centers that have been identified 
to meet the need of wanting to replace the panels, and 
the allocation of technicians to carry out the removal 
of the paintings, the new installation free of charge, 
pointing out that the replacement process takes place 
in the main administration building in Abu Dhabi 
malls, building «safety» in Abu Dhabi and Mussafah, 
and tolerant, and Mahawy «castle», and building

«Safety» in Mussafah, and the building «safety» for 
an eye, and in the regions of the ventricle and more 
in the eye, and in the western region are available 
in Madinat Zayed, in addition to the submission by 
«Tarish» service through communication service 
number 800 827 374.

Khaili explained that the owners wanting to get 
on the board to go to these centers for a fee of 

AED 400 vehicles can, explaining that the switch 
includes paintings valid, or in the case of renewal and 
registration.

Promotion of the
identity of Abu Dhabi

It should be noted that the promotional identity of 
the Emirate of Abu Dhabi on the plates of vehicles 
registered in the emirate application, came out 
to contribute to the promotion of the identity of 
the emirate, and takes into account that the new 
paintings are of a new and innovative aesthetic design 
highlights the uniqueness and excellence of Abu Dhabi 
destinations worldwide leader.

It is noteworthy that the identity of Abu Dhabi 
promotional launched in 2007 with the aim of cultural 
and tourism promotion of the emirate, through the 
joint cooperation between the government agencies 
concerned.

 One of the people through the new motherboard preview of the chariot
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Do not speed up the death faster

Celebrated the Arab Traffic Week «your safety concern us»

 Abu Dhabi Traffic intensify
 supervision b «sniper» to

limit exceeded speeds

Brigadier Khamis Ishaq Mohammed, Director 

Directorate of Traffic and Patrols at Abu Dhabi Police 

Called drivers on the occasion of the Arab Traffic Week 

«your safety concern us», to commit speeds planned, 

leaving sufficient distance between vehicles and the 

lack of concern by telephone while driving and urged 

foreign road users to pay attention and greater care, 

and follow the safety instructions.

He pointed to efforts on the roads through traffic and 

civilian patrols equipped with «sniper» to adjust the 

squatters and violating his presence and awareness in 

violation committed by them, noting that excessive 

speed is one of the main causes of traffic accidents 

serious and the resulting deaths and injuries seriously.

He stressed the keenness of the Directorate to 

take advantage of any traffic event in the promotion 

of community outreach, and the dissemination of 

traffic culture to preserve life and property that these 

accidents drains the most important components and 

elements active in the community, and within those 

events to celebrate the Week of the Arab traffic, which 

embodies the orientations of the Arab world in striving 

to reduce accidents and ensuring traffic safety.

He reported that the outreach events hosted by the 

Directorate General of the Arab Traffic Week included 

the participation of Zayed Higher Organization in 

carnival games, providing gifts and lectures that are 

commensurate with their abilities mental and motor in 

the framework of attention paid Directorate to provide 

the safety of the disabled within the «Grass Hope» 

initiative launched by the Ministry of the Interior, and 

to provide support and assistance to them so that 

they can overcome the various forms of disability and 

activate their role in society as individuals, actors and 

producers have the equal to show their talents and 

realize their aspirations in various fields of life on an 

equal footing with their peers without disabilities the 

opportunity. Positive in compliance with the Law of 

traffic in order to safeguard lives and Property.

It has also educated the field to raise awareness 

of traffic culture among drivers beside the post Abu 

Dhabi Education Council at the conclusion of the 

traffic safety competition in the countryside school 

in Bani Yas patrols.

Provide the Traffic and Patrols 
Directorate of Police, Abu Dhabi 
patrols operating on the roads radar 
«sniper» to promote its members 
efforts in maintaining road safety 
and provide a safe environment for its 
users, ask the public to take advantage 
of the awareness efforts of the police 
departments and the exploitation 
of traffic weeks to strengthen the 
commitment to the traffic law, and to 
identify the most prominent reasons 
accidents to be avoided.
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Do not speed up the death faster
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Do not speed up the death faster

 Within the Arab Traffic Week

«Your safety concern us» 

 Awareness Exhibition in 
Delma Mall, Abu Dhabi

Saaed Association, 

in the framework 

of the strategic 

partnership with 

the Directorate of 

Traffic and Patrols 

at Abu Dhabi Police, 

organized in Dalma 

Mall, the exhibition 

«your safety is 

important to us» 

within the unified 

programs for the 

Arab Traffic Week.

Many events and programs
The exhibition included a number of events and 

programs aimed at enhancing traffic safety and urged 
drivers to abide by the law of traffic, reducing the 
causes that lead to traffic accidents.

The participation of Assembly in the framework of 
its objectives and its plan aimed at strengthening the 
community outreach, in order to preserve life and 
property, and directing the behavior of user’s ways to 
reduce all causes of traffic accidents.

The participation of
the various actors

Participated in exhibition stands (Traffic and Patrols 
Directorate, the Emirates Driving Company, and 
transportation

Emirates, the Abu Dhabi Education Council), and 
from which to provide traffic films, and distribution 
of publications and competitions, and the ceremony 
traffic, in terms of promoting the positive role of 
drivers targeted in compliance with the Law of traffic.

Providing traffic creations
for students

It was al-Amiri had invited the public to visit the 
traffic exhibition Dalma Mall  Center, which also was 
attended by five schools and provided a number of 
schools Creations awareness of traffic to the students, 
was presented traffic gifts also for visitors through 
competitions theater, so as to enhance the pillars of 
a true community partnership achieve access to safe 
traffic society.
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Seat your child in his/her assigned seat and fix safety
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Do not seat children below ten in front seats

Association participated helped 
to reduce traffic accidents, within 
the strategic partnership with 
Abu Dhabi Traffic in the activities 
of the second Gulf Traffic Week 
thirty «decision determines your 
destiny» distribute awareness 
publications and organizing traffic 
competitions and participation 
in traffic awareness Yas Trade 
Centre exhibition. In furtherance 
of the efforts of the Directorate 
in reducing bleeding lives and the 
deployment of traffic culture in 
the community.

The deployment of traffic culture
According helped the association to reduce traffic 

accidents, that the participation comes as part of 
the institutional framework for the deployment 
of traffic culture on the occasion of Traffic Week 
during the preparation of about 50 thousand printed 
awareness and distribution in both Abu Dhabi and 
Al Ain and Western, and publish events Traffic Week 
through the front page on the «Facebook» and 
»Instagram»entitled (saaed association)

Enhancing institutional work
The aim of the activities of these events to strengthen 

the institutional community work to educate traffic 
jams organized competitions radio stations from 
all »Koran Emirates FM Radio and Ras Al Khaimah, 
Sharjah and Abu Dhabi, to increase the culture of 
traffic law and educate drivers

Mistakes they commit dangerous traffic violations 
and accidents and the resulting deaths and injuries 
seriously.

 Good participation
 And received a good share of those who follow 

the broadcasts of the Koran and the UAE FM so as 
to promote the goal of continuous and diligent 
better levels of traffic awareness among citizens and 
residents to ensure the pursuit, and remind them of 
the importance of compliance with the rules and 
ethics of traffic, and any way by which to reduce the 
rate of accidents.

How to minimize errors
The Assembly called for all segments of society 

to participate in the Society's «Facebook» and  
«Instagram» through a say in all matters relating to 
the errors committed by most of the drivers and how 
to minimize those errors and submit their proposals in 
all the traffic issues, stressing the important role that 
became a play social networking in spreading traffic 
culture sites and the need to make use of them in the 
development of road users behavior.

Publishes a radio contest to raise traffic culture
 Assisted "distributed 50 thousand"
printed Awareness in Traffic Week
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Traffic Safety is the responsibility of the Community
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Be sure to use a special seat for your children inside the vehicle

Saaed Association for Prevention of traffic crashers participated at the 
international symposium «the child and traffic safety« organized by the Arab 
Organization for Traffic Safety in Tunisia during the period from 8 to May 10, 
2016 with the participation of experts from the International Organization for 
the prevention of roads and the World Health Organization, UNICEF and the 
Organization of Arab and associations concerned with traffic safety.

 Colonel Jamal Salem Al 
Ameri executive director of 
the Association Committee 
Chairman traffic awareness 
Arab Organization for Traffic 
Safety attention given by 
the Assembly to participate 
in such seminars and 
international conferences and 
access to scientific papers to 
be reviewed on traffic safety 
for children and legislation 
that provide protection for 
them in the way and safe 
transport for children results 
and discuss the reasons that 
lead to their exposure to 
traffic accidents.

 Al Amiri pointed out that the International 
Symposium for traffic safety for the child in Tunisia, 
which coincides with the United Nations for the third 
Safety Week on the road and a week Arab traffic, 
which is organized »Start Your Own Be committed» 
will launch a scientific declaration of a child and 
traffic safety, and that reflects the global interest for 
sharpening all efforts and drafting legislation legal to 
ensure traffic safety for children and to provide safe 
transportation for them.

 Al Amiri explained that the Assembly will be 
reviewed by the symposium experience in voluntary 

work traffic through its strategic partnership with the 

General Directorate of the Central Operations at Abu 

Dhabi Police represented by the various departments 

in the promotion and provision of traffic safety for 

children through community outreach with the 

drivers to besiege the negative problems that lead to 

the exposure of children to accidents traffic, through 

interactive events and activities, which calls on 

everyone to assume its responsibilities, because traffic 

safety is a community issue.

 Saaed Association participates in 
 the International Symposium of the

child and traffic safety in Tunisia
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Cross road at the places of pedestrian crossing
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Speed is the main cause of most traffic accident

 Briefed His Excellency Major General 
Mohammed Khalfan Al Rumaithi 
Commanding General of Abu Dhabi 
Police General Headquarters office, the 
noise of traffic control system, to reduce 
the inconvenience and noise of vehicles 
between the neighborhoods and on the 
roads.

The first of its kind 
 The system is the first of its kind in the world, was 

invented by Captain Ahmed Abdullah Al Muhairi, head 
of the traffic safety department of traffic engineering 
management and safety of roads in the Traffic 
and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police, in the 
framework of the attention paid by the Abu Dhabi 
Police to encourage talented and provide incubator 
environment, and supportive to encourage creativity 
and innovation.

 Modern systems to preserve the 
environment

 Rumaithi Met with Brigadier Engineer Hussain Ahmed 
Al Harthy, Director General of Central Operations, 
at Abu Dhabi Police, who gave an explanation for 
the added value of the introduction of «new radar» 
within the system of traffic Abu Dhabi, making it the 

first city worldwide that use the latest regulations to 
preserve the environment, and the reduction of noise 
pollution, the thus contributing to the reduction of 
noise caused by vehicles and excessive use of the 
alarm, and enhances Abu Dhabi's vision to achieve 
sustainable traffic safety.

Develop creative ideas 
 He praised the Commanding General of Abu Dhabi 

Police what has been achieved from a creative idea in 
the preparation and design of the new radar, stressing 
the interest of the police leadership in providing an 
appropriate environment for the development of 
creative ideas, to become future projects to keep the 
march of security and stability, taking place in the 
United Arab Emirates.

Photograph violating vehicles 
 In addition, Capt. Ahmed Al Muhairi explained that 

«the radar noise control» consists of two sensor sound 
intensity and sophisticated camera to photograph 
the violating vehicles, where the radar automatically 
works to measure the noise intensity of the vehicle 
bystanders within the specified region in case the high-
noise ratio for measuring the proportion of permitted 
the radar photographed and read the composite panel 
and a strike against the offending driver to the law of 
traffic.

 The first of its kind globally and 
innovated officer at Abu Dhabi Police 

to reduce noise pollution

 New radar for 
 violating the noise of
 vehicles on the roads
and residential areas
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Follow traffic men signals evidence of traffic awareness

 Traffic and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi 
Police confirmed that the use of Personal 
photography or what is known as «Selvie» 
and concern for some young drivers to take 
short videos to them as they drive their 
vehicles on different roads, or use programs 
«snapchat» to communicate with their 
friends through their smartphones is very 
dangerous occurrence traffic accidents..

Within dangerous irregularities 
 She stressed the Directorate « Selvie » classified 

under dangerous offenses, as the preoccupation with 
the phone in the imaging or makes a phone call or 
receives a call while driving distracts the mind from 
thinking and delayed reaction. The deviation between 
the lanes of the road and slow down the vehicle speed 
below the normal limit, and the prospect of a red light 
and omission exceeded all important signals..

Attention has been 

monitoring the road
 It stressed that leadership requires full attention and 

monitor the way all the senses and control of the road 
and get away from everything that distract the driver 
from the attention and the deviation between the 
lanes of the road and slow down the speed of a vehicle 
and disrupt the movement of traffic, and exceeded a 
red light and committing many irregularities that lead 

to traffic accidents.

 Al Ameri warned the addiction of some drivers to 
use the phone despite repeated warnings across all 
media and awareness about the serious incidents that 
occur due to busy drivers respond to phone or text 
messages, warning that the use of the phone while 
driving leads to a loss of concentration on the road due 
to abandonment the driver for constipation steering 
wheel with both hands and the lack of attention given 
to the phone screen to identify the caller and then 
follow-up conversation with the caller.

Intensive supervision 
Its pointed out that there is extensive control over 

all roads through the Investigation of traffic and 
patrol Abu Dhabi Police for a foul drivers who are 
caught they use the phone «to Sylvie and calls or text 
messages» while driving, explaining that contrary to 
use the phone while driving, violation of financial A 
fine of 200 dirhams and 4 points on the driver.

Control and violation 

of 27,125 drivers
 Reported that those efforts resulted in the seizure 

and violation of some 27,125 drivers to use the phone 
while driving formed their wrongdoing about 5% of the 
total irregularities that have been edited last year and 
asked them to re-think before using it because their 
lives and their lives much of that is wasted in return a 
phone call or text message the most expensive is not 

Selfie 
 fatal images
while driving



Considered civilian Mubarak 
Abdul Rahman al-Hashimi, 
of the General Directorate of 
Residency in Abu Dhabi, and 
an innovative smart patrol 
project, that involved creative 
ideas and realistic are among 
the well-established principles 
that enhance the tender values 
in the United Arab Emirates, 
which provided the potential to 
support the process of creative 
work and innovative, leading up 
to the ideas of purposeful and projects that serve 
vital police work.

Care and attention
He pointed out that the keenness of the leadership 

of the nation, and continuing support for the people 
of the UAE to provide distinct ideas are among the big 
incentives that encouraged innovation by joining the 
diploma of the Ministry of the Interior to adopt the 
idea of serving generous country.

He stated that the rotating idea of Smart came to 
cope with the preparations for »Expo 2020» with the 
forecast increase in the number of vehicles used in the 
road, given the size of the number of visitors expected 

to attend the events, explaining that 

the rotating promote ways tuning, 

and can be linked with the Chamber 

of police operations, including 

cameras and radars, and property 

remote control.

Achieving the vision of 
the government

He explained that the project 
contributes to achieving the vision 
of the Government of the United 
Arab Emirates and the objectives of 

the Ministry of Interior to roads policing through the 
dissemination of traffic safety culture and to impose 
the rule of law so as to contribute to deal with the 
expected increase of the number of visitors to the 
country to attend the events.

It is worth mentioning that the Mubarak Al-Hashimi 
is one of the outstanding employees, and holds 
medals from the Deputy Prime Minister and Minister 
of Interior, and more than 47 certificate of thanks and 
appreciation from his administration, and Assistant 
Undersecretary for Naturalization, Residency and 
Ports Office, as well as respect and appreciation from 
the government departments in Abu Dhabi through 
voluntary appearances in many national events.
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Traffic Safety is the responsibility of the Community

Expo 2020

Smart patrol cope with preparations



Dear Vehicle driver harness all efforts to reach the highest rates of rtraffic safety yourself
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Speed is the main cause of most traffic accident

Community Police Department Khalifa police 
station participated in the Directorate of the 
outer regions of ADP, in a campaign «Do not 
use a mobile phone while driving» Yas Trade 
Centre, carried out by the school or the Arabs 
basic education in Abu Dhabi, in cooperation 
with the Traffic and Patrols Branch Center.

Urged and Awareness 
The campaign included the participation of a group 

of students from the school to distribute brochures to 
educate the public urges drivers not to exercise this 
risk behavior that may cause traffic accidents painful 
as a result of lack of attention and concern mobile 
phone while driving.

The Captain Suhail Salim Amiri, head of the 
community police department Khalifa police station, 

community police keenness to communicate with 
partners and civil society in the implementation of 
events and activities aimed that promote awareness 
and community policing issues.

Very dangerous 
He pointed out that the use of the phone while 

driving is an extremely dangerous, where the cause 
of accidents due to the lack of attention in terms of 
preoccupation with talking or writing or reading a text 
message, and cause you to lose focus on the road

Due to give up the driver for constipation steering 
wheel with both hands and the lack of attention given 
to the phone screen to identify the caller and then 
follow-up conversation with the caller.

He added that the lives of motorists and their lives 
much more expensive than that roars in return a 

In cooperation with the school or the Arabs for basic education

 ADP community involved in
 the campaign «Do not use

«the phone while driving
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Speed insane crime against you and the right of others

phone call or busy to respond to messages over the 
phone, especially since traffic accident is located in 
less than a second while you talk on the phone.

Effective and direct role
He pointed out that community policing team, 

which included Sergeant Khalfan Saleh Caspian and 
Sergeant hope Khamis Al Shamsi participated actively 
and directly involved in the campaign through the 
distribution of brochures and outreach questionnaire 
to measure the impact of the campaign, it was reported 
direct action on the members of the community.

Enhance awareness
For its part, Jihan El-Shahat specialist of National 

Education, the school said the school students walked 
through during the campaign, expressed their desire 

to participate in the promotion of awareness of 

community and traffic issues confirmation severe 

refused to produce his cons preoccupation phone 

mobile while driving, pointing to the importance of 

the police post in the event of the fundamental role 

and the pivotal institution which police posed as a 

cornerstone in community outreach.

Resentment and sadness
Sahab social Rifai said specialist school: «The 

students expressed their strong dissatisfaction and 

sadness of traffic accidents and that the commander 

of the vehicle caused by engaging off the road while 

using a mobile phone, and have benefited greatly 

from the awareness of the special community police».

Traffic and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi 
Police traffic to educate truck drivers on the Abu 
Dhabi Road - Ghuwaifat through awareness in 
the petroleum and places drivers collect points 
on the road stations, to reduce the causes of 
traffic accidents for trucks.

Major Suhail Sayah Al Mazroui, Chairman of the 
Department urged major roads over the western 
region, the drivers to abide speeds prescribed, 
and not overtaking, and stop the vehicle at low 
horizontal visibility due to fog and the vagaries of 
the weather, and to identify ways of functioning, 
referring to the ban on entry into the city of Abu 
Dhabi during peak times.

He explained that the awareness focused on 
the hazardous violations and causes of accidents 
that occurred in the Western Region recently, 
offering tips to restrict the speeds prescribed for 
trucks, connecting a seat belt, and the definition 
of the seriousness of overloads and tire safety, 
and dangerous overtaking, and use the phone 
while driving, as well as urging drivers to stop their 
vehicles off the road in designated places, in the 
case of feeling tired and sleepy.

According to Capt. Abdul Rahman Al Ali, Director 

of Public Relations Branch at the Department of 

the main roads pass, that outreach includes the 

distribution of publications in Arabic and English 

next to drivers to the state and departing to 

educate them, and urged them to abide by the 

speeds prescribed and described the signboards 

on the road, and to ensure the safety of the tires, 

accidents It falls during the summer.

Abu Dhabi Traffic: educate truck drivers safe driving
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Awareness programs
This came during a lecture organized by the 

Directorate in coordination with the Association 
helped to reduce traffic accidents In the Council of 
Mohammed bin Abdullah al-Amiri in Al Wathba in the 
framework of the accompanying awareness programs 
for Gulf Traffic Week aimed at raising traffic culture 
and the definition of the laws and regulations that 
prohibit driving without a license.

Popular councils
Muhammad Abdullah Al Ameri initiative of the Abu 

Dhabi Traffic awareness through popular councils, 
stressing the need to educate families about the 
seriousness of driving without a license and the 
establishment of youth movements and reviews by a 
stray in the sand dunes and endangering the lives of 
two pilots, who are mostly young people and young 
people in the prime of life, to danger, endangering the 
lives of others.

And accept Colonel Jamal Salem Al Amiri, head of 
Public Relations Department of the Directorate of 

Traffic and Patrols at Abu Dhabi Police Traffic Accident 
Committed by the events during the three-year 
and amounted to about 157 traffic accidents varied 
between incidents of degradation and run over and 
bumped all resulted in the deaths of about 14 people 
and injuring 36 seriously injured, and noted that the 
incidents have committed about 61 traffic accidents 
last year in 2015.

Problems where minors is located
He explained: traffic violations and accidents of the 

most important problems in which events occurs 
during the leave and holidays weekly, pointing Abu 
Dhabi Judicial Department, which showed that 
«driving without a license» longer is the causative 
second after quarrels that drives the young kids of the 
sections of the Juvenile Welfare in the state statistics.

View explanatory films
Turning Amiri through an explanatory films 

accidents traffic to the role played by the seat belt 

In the Council of Al Wathba

 Abu Dhabi Traffic warns of the
 leadership of minors for vehicles

and urges families cared for
Traffic and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police confirmed the seriousness 

of the leadership of boys under 18 years of vehicles without a license and the 
resulting leadership vehicle without a license from the major threat to their 
lives and the lives of road users and criminal responsibility for the family in 
the case of causing a traffic accident and urged parents and families to ensure 
the safety of their children not to leave free rein «for young people« to 
drive a vehicle, either inside the house or on the internal roads in residential 
neighborhoods, as the driver and the owner of the vehicle displays to legal 
accountability.
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in the prevention of injuries and reduce the deaths 
and injury in traffic accidents and the seriousness of 
the phenomenon «Drift» hazardous reviews vehicles 
carried out by young people and communities, it 
is a violation punishable by law and submit the 
perpetrators to spend and because of its negative 
aspects detrimental to the vehicle owners and 
residents, people crowd.

Surveillance children
AL miri called parents and families to monitor their 

children during the second semester of school vacation 
and to prevent exposure of any traffic accidents, 
and the resulting deaths and injuries and do not let 

them drive vehicles, motorcycles and participate in 
reviews and dangerous races, both within residential 
neighborhoods or in the mainland of the province for 
their safety.

Compliance with the law
He pointed out that the law prohibits anyone 

from driving any motor vehicle on the road, what 
he does not possess a valid license, issued by the 
licensing authority, conferred the leadership of the 
vehicle driven by the same type, and no person may 
be responsible for a motor vehicle, that allows the 
leadership to those who It does not hold a license 
conferred leadership.
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Co-main roads passing in the Al Ain department 
represented by the branch of public relations at 
the event held by the students of the United Arab 
Emirates University, entitled «saved the spirit», 
targeted visitors Al Ain Wildlife Park.

The event aims to promote the preservation of life 
and provide a safe environment, and publicize the 
importance of child seats in vehicles in cooperation 
with the private Oasis Hospital for an Al Ain, to 
protect them from danger and keep them safe in all 
circumstances.

Included participating patrol View «educate» to raise 
public awareness of the various threads of traffic and 
distribution of brochures education, in order to reach 
to raise traffic awareness among various segments 

of society in implementation of methodologies 
Directorate of Traffic and Patrols, and the strategy of 
the General Command of Abu Dhabi Police in access 
to society without accidents.

Said Capt. Hassan Hamdan bin Zeban director of 
public relations branch of the department, said that 
the participation in such events is part of the pursuit of 
Traffic and Patrols Directorate to develop mechanisms 
for community participation to preserve the lives of 
road users and the safety of traffic accidents.

He called Captain Hamdan audience of drivers and 
road users to the need to adhere to the laws of traffic, 
which aims to protect them from the dangers of the 
road.

 Active participation of «the
 passage of Al Ain» initiative

«saved the spirit»
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Do not speed up the death faster

I did the Directorate of Traffic and Patrols 
at Abu Dhabi Police Exceeders adjust the 
reference optical cameras at 10 intersections 
in the Al Ain and proceed from today portray 
offenders within the ongoing efforts to 
improve traffic safety at intersections and 
reducing traffic accidents that occur due to 
overcome.

According to Colonel (Dr.) Ahmad Badr Al-Harthy, 
director of traffic engineering and road safety in the 
Directorate of Traffic and Patrols at Abu Dhabi Police 
said intersections that have been activating cameras 
which include the intersection of East Muhairi signs 
Shakhboot Bin Sultan Street.

 And the intersection of the North West Muhairi 
signals and twins on Shakhboot Bin Sultan Street.

Include roads also industrial intersection at Khalifa 
Bin Zayed First Street and the intersection of the 
northern countryside and the intersection of the 
southern countryside on Zayed bin Sultan Street 
and the intersection of Hili on Baniyas Road and the 
intersection of Al Jimi Mall, Hamdan Bin Mohamed 
Street and the intersection of School mandated by 
the municipal street Ain Mall and the intersection of 
the Osman bin Street Affan.

He called Al-Harthy Nlk drivers 
on the roads to the attention and 
commitment to the law of traffic 
and do not exceed a red light and is 
punishable by a fine of 800 dirhams 
and book the vehicle for 15 days 
and record 8 points on the driver's 
irrigated.

He explained that the irregularities 
that are monitored through the control 
of intersections include irregularities 
red signal parts, and improper use of 
the motion paths, parking vehicles 
on the pedestrian crossing lines and 

exceeded speed 

limits offenses, 

even if the 

green signal 

and violation 

of overtaking 

vehicles at 

intersections 

cameras, 

vehicles that 

are divergence 

or full wrapping 

to the left of 

the unallocated lanes.

Harthy said that surveillance cameras Exceeders a 

red light at intersections characterized as high quality 

thermal cameras «triple Jobs» covers more than 

five lanes in each direction, and carries out several 

functions, including the identification number of 

passing vehicles, classification, read the average street 

speed and get to know the number and directions 

infantry during traffic light green and red.

Called Drivers for attention and reduce speeds

 Abu Dhabi Traffic cameras do cut the
signal at 10 intersections in Al Ain
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Do not drive your vehicle at high speed during fluctuating weather conditions

It revealed the Traffic and Patrols Directorate of 

Abu Dhabi Police statistics for the liberation of 

more than 100,000 serious offenses committed 

by drivers on the roads during the first quarter of 

the year 2016 in Abu Dhabi according to Brigadier-

General Mohammed Khalifa Al Khaili, Deputy 

Director of the Directorate. The most dangerous 

offenses, and added that the most dangerous 

violations that have been seized during the first 

quarter amounted to violations of speeding more 

than 60 km / h by 14% of the total hazardous 

irregularities, and use the phone about 10% and 

not be linked to a seat belt 18% and non-tire 

validity 8%, indicating that this statistic includes, 

adjust the 78 to race on the road, and 3616 to 

overcome the shoulder of the road, and in 1495 

the sudden deflection.

Continues efforts
The continuing efforts to reduce those offenses 

which constitute a great danger occurrence of traffic 
accidents grave, under the priority of making the 
roads safer and Plan of Traffic Safety Directorate 
to reduce the causes leading to the occurrence of 
traffic accidents and the resulting deaths and injuries 
seriously by increasing the awareness of drivers, and 
the intensification of field control Investigations by 
civilian traffic and traffic patrols patrols, activating 
air traffic control to control the roads through 
coordination with the air wing management on ways 
to control and violation of drivers who are as young as 
traffic law and traffic.

Attention to youth
The deputy director of Traffic and Patrols Directorate 

of Abu Dhabi Police, the Directorate and through 

community outreach methodology focused on youth 
as the most so as to commit dangerous offenses 
slide through ongoing programs of universities and 
educational institutions and awareness through 
social networking to improve the behavior of young 
drivers and urged them to abide by the law of Sir 
private dangerous driving and traffic excessive speeds, 
and exceeded a red light signal, neglect, and lack of 
attention, and not leaving enough distance, a sudden 
deviation.

 Activating the role of the public
sector and government departments
He reported that the Directorate and in the 

framework of activating the community partnership 
launched institutional initiative to educate the 
traffic to support community responsibility through 
activating the role of the public sector, government 
departments and educational institutions to increase 
traffic culture among drivers in those sectors to 
benefit from the means of communication available 
to it include Instant-mail and means of community 
outreach and other other means to educate their 
employees available means and through interactive 
activities.

Continuous Educate Traffic
He explained that the institutional work to educate 

congestion initiative programs extending throughout 
the year, to devote to social responsibility and the 
deployment of traffic culture so as to be able to 
bring about the desired impact in the delivery of our 
message in safe driving and ensuring traffic safety 
for all segments of the community standards, and in 
all languages to lay the foundations of a community 
awareness of traffic leading to the limit waste of 
human resources caused by traffic accidents.

During the first quarter of this year

 thousand hazardous traffic 100
violation within 3 months in Abu Dhabi
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Classification of vehicles
And classified those vehicles, according to Colonel 

Suhail Al Khaili, Head of Vehicle Licensing Department, 
to 7 varieties distributed to 908 thousand light vehicles, 
45 thousand and 885 charging mechanism is heavy 
and 18 thousand and 590 buses heavy, compared to 
two thousand and 758 buses lightly, and 23 thousand 
and 51 device mechanically heavy category and 7 
thousand and 518 device mechanically lightly, and 10 
thousand and 389 motorcycle.

Easily and conveniently
He said that the completion of the vehicle licensing 

transactions and access to management services 
are readily and easily, through the application of the 
Ministry of Interior on smartphones UAE-MOI and the 
use of a «easy», which provides a package of

Services advanced technology, pointing to further 
diversify its channels to provide services in accordance 
with the vision of the Abu Dhabi government to take 
advantage of the technical possibilities and to input 
into the delivery of services to facilitate the process 
of getting customers to those services and save time 
and effort systems efforts.

50  centers in Abu Dhabi
He said that the number of service centers in the 

Emirate of Abu Dhabi 50 centers, including 24 in 
Abu Dhabi, 16 in Al Ain, compared to 10 centers in 
the western region, adding that they include service 
centers in some national institutions and government 
departments, national and private companies that 
deal with vehicles.

He explained that the service centers are distributed 
in Abu Dhabi in the main license administration 
building, and buildings of the safety management in 
Abu Dhabi and Mussafah and Baniyas, and tolerant, 
and branch examination of the drivers in the Emirates 
Driving School, and building «safety» for the licensing 
of heavy vehicles to companies and institutions 
in Mussafah, in courts building at camp Al Nahyan. 
Service centers and service centers are available at 
Al Futtaim Motors «Toyota» and Al Tayer «Premier 
Motors», the Agency Abu Dhabi Motors, the company 
«is not a Blanc» in Mussafah, and the UAE for cars 
«Mercedes-Benz», and Al Hilal Bank Airport Road, 
the center of organizing transportation for taxis, in 
central Mussafah and Bani Yas police, and Al Wathba 
in Mussafah and the building of the Ministry

 Including 908 thousand light vehicles

 Million vehicles on the streets of 
Abu Dhabi last year

Traffic & Licensing at the Abu Dhabi Police Department reported that the 
number of vehicles in the emirate of Abu Dhabi last year amounted to one 
million and 16 thousand and 740 vehicles, confirmed the provision of various 
services to the owners of vehicles wherever they are in their home areas.
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And Maj. Sohail crowing Mazroui, chairman of the 
main roads over the Western Region section, the 
application of a comprehensive plan to strengthen 
efforts to reduce accidents on the roads especially 
foreign, which is expected to witness high traffic 
density during the coming period for those coming 
to the state and departures because of the summer 
holidays, pointing to the control includes all the 
hot spots experiencing accidents and covered 
by comprehensive coverage of the various street 
directions.

He reported that the number of irregularities that 
have been monitored by the sniper in the first quarter 
of this year amounted to about 415 Speeding speed 
limits, pointing out that there would be no let-up in 
the application of traffic law and traffic on motorists 
"hotheads" who put their lives, and the lives of others 
at risk .

 As called for Capt. Abdul-Rahman al-Ali, director of 
public relations branch of the main roads department 

in the western region, the drivers to abide speeds 
prescribed, connecting a seat belt, and stressing the 
seriousness of overloads, and do not tire expires, also 
called on drivers to not use the phone while driving, 
and to stop their vehicles on right shoulder off the 
road in case of feeling tired and sleepy, and take a 
break

 And re-Ali reminded that the speed limit along the 
road from Abu Dhabi to Ghuwaifat be in three phases, 
the first starting at Ext Dhafra Bridge to Baynunah 
Forest (distance is 176 / km roundtrip) and the speed 
limit for small vehicles 100 km / h, the speed of radar 
tuning in adding the sidelines of the Speed   121, and 
the second of the Baynunah forest to Braka sp e ed 
limits to 120 kilometers and the speed of the radar 
141 adjusted by adding the sidelines of speed, as will 
be the third along the road from Braka to Ghuwaifat 
(distance is 64 / km roundtrip) and the speed limit of 
100 km / h speed adjust the radar 121 by adding the 
sidelines of speed.

Sniper adjusts 415 
violations in the Western 

Region

 Abu Dhabi
 Traffic intensify

 supervision
 on the road

 to Abu Dhabi
Ghuwaifat

Intensified Traffic and Patrols Directorate of Abu Dhabi Police traffic control on the road to Abu 
Dhabi Ghuwaifat by providing all patrols in the western region mobile radar «sniper», in the 
framework of the priority of making the roads safer, traffic safety strategy for the Emirate of 
Abu Dhabi and the efforts to reduce traffic accidents.


